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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
A company deploys an Office 365 tenant. All employees use Skype
for Business Online.
You need to configure the network firewall to support Skype for
Business Online.
Which ports must you open? To answer, drag the appropriate port
number to the correct feature or features. Each port number may
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Transport Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
ports, and Protocol Numbers are important to TCP/IP networking,
intranets, and the Internet. Ports and protocol numbers provide
access to a host computer. However, they also create a security
hazard by allowing uninvited access. Therefore, knowing which
port to allow or disable increases a network's security. If the
wrong ports or protocol numbers are disabled on a firewall,
router, or proxy server as a security measure, essential
services might become unavailable.
Port 443 is used for Audio, video and application sharing
sessions as well as data sharing sessions - For HTTPS.
Port 5223 is used for mobile push notifications - Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) client connection over
SSL.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An HTML form contains this form element: &lt;input type="file"
name="myFile" /&gt;
When this form is submitted, the following PHP code gets
executed:
move_uploaded_file(

$_FILES['myFile']['tmp_name'],
'uploads/' . $_FILES['myFile']['name']
);
Which of the following actions must be taken before this code
may go into production? (Choose 2)
A. Sanitize the file name in $_FILES['myFile']['name'] because
this value is not consistent among web browsers
B. Check with is_uploaded_file() whether the uploaded file
$_FILES['myFile']['tmp_name'] is valid
C. Use $HTTP_POST_FILES instead of $_FILES to maintain upwards
compatibility
D. Sanitize the file name in $_FILES['myFile']['name'] because
this value could be forged
E. Check the charset encoding of the HTTP request to see
whether it matches the encoding of the uploaded file
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
A TFTP server has recently been instated in the Atlanta office.
The network administrator is located in the NY office and has
made a console connection to the NY router. After establishing
the connection they are unable to backup the configuration file
and iOS of the NY router to the TFTP server. What is the cause
of this problem?
A. The TFTP server has an incorrect subnet mask.
B. The TFTP server has an incorrect IP address.
C. The NY router has an incorrect subnet mask.
D. The network administrator computer has an incorrect IP
address.
Answer: A
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